Unit 9

Unit 9 Extra practice

1 Vocabulary types of film
Match the films (1–6) with the descriptions (a–f).

1 action film                          ____________
2 animation                            ____________
3 documentary                          ____________
4 horror film                           ____________
5 romantic comedy                       ____________
6 science-fiction film                  ____________

a an interesting programme about wildlife
b nowadays the drawings for these films are done by computer
c the hero drives a fast car and catches the criminals
d a funny story about love in the workplace
e a film about aliens living on earth
f a scary film about a glove with knives for the fingers

2 Vocabulary art and entertainment
Circle the correct option.

1 The director/painter of that film also acts in some of his films.
2 We went to the theatre last night and saw a play/novel about a wedding.
3 The actress was good at singing and dancing so she got a part in a hall/musical.
4 There is usually live music every weekend at the concert hall/art gallery.
5 How often do you go to a gallery/theatre and look at the paintings?

3 Vocabulary nature
Circle the odd one out.

1 kangaroo bird butterfly
2 flower grass rock
3 sea tree sky
4 bird fruit kangaroo
5 mountain leaf rock

4 Grammar going to (for plans)
Complete the sentences with the going to form of the verbs.

1 Jason is going to visit his cousins in Canada next year.
2 __________ ___________ they ____________ (meet) us after the concert?
3 I ____________ (not see) the film at the outdoor cinema.
4 We ____________ (read) the book before we watch the film.
5 ____________ he ____________ (buy) the tickets online?
6 Kerry ____________ (not study) biology at university.

5 Grammar infinitive of purpose
Match the two parts of the sentences.

1 I’m going to buy a new dress __________
2 They’re meeting at the café __________
3 She went to the art gallery __________
4 He wrote to his aunt __________
5 We’re going to the gym __________
6 We went to the market __________

a to see the new Damien Hirst exhibition.
b to do yoga.
c to have a coffee after work.
d to buy chicken for dinner.
e to thank her for the present.
f to wear to the party.

6 Grammar present continuous for future reference
Tick (✓) the sentences that refer to the future.

1 They aren’t going to the cinema tonight. __
2 He’s walking to work this week. __
3 I can’t meet you this evening because I’m having dinner with my sister. __
4 They’re driving to Scotland tomorrow. __
5 Jen is coming to the concert so please buy her a ticket too. __
6 We’re making a documentary about rainforests at the moment. __